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QUESTIONNAIRE



Chapter – 1 Introduction



INTRODUCTION Background of study Coffee is one of the most popular beverages in the world. The coffee bean comes from an evergreen tree grown in the narrow subtropical belt around the world. The history of coffee begins in Ethiopia (Abyssinia) where coffee plants were discovered growing wild. According to ancient writings, the Arabs brewed coffee nearly one thousand years ago. The Venetians were the first to import the beans and the French first took coffee plants to the Americas. The three major growing regions are Latin America, Africa and Indonesia. Coffee is also grown in Hawaii, India and in Southeast Asia. Global coffee consumption in 2010 had reached 111.7 min bags, up from 109.3 min bags in 2011.



Coffee in India The beverage industry in India has gained importance in the last few years. The beverage retail has become a fashionable concept today. A significant change in this industry in particular has been the growth of coffee industry. India had been traditionally tea drinking country for ages. Recently, a new mode of distribution for coffee has emerged in form of coffee chains. The coffee consumption by Indians has increased in the last 4 to 5 years. The coffee demand was 169 MT in 2003-04 has increased to 306 MT in 2007-08 and is further estimated to increase to 405 MT in 2011-12. “Traditionally coffee in India was restricted to the south and that too, predominantly in people’s home” explains Sudipta Sengupta, head of marketing operations of café coffee day. The main reason responsible for this proliferation of cafes is the increased spending power among the youths apart from other reasons. By the turn of the 20th centu ry, the face of the Indian retailing industry had changed significantly. Earlier this was largely dominated by unorganized sector but the entry of organized sectors bought significant changes in this industry. The coffee drinking revolution has had its biggest boost due to opening of thousands of coffee parlours like Barista, Café Coffee Day among others in the country. These bought prominent changes in the eating habits of Indian consumers. In India, Café Coffee Day opened its first outlet in 1996 at Bangalore which is a chain from amalgamated coffee. Barista coffee parlor established in 1999 introduced a new concept to India- coffee drinking .These cafes



are expected to have a positive impact on the domestic coffee drinking habits of the country as is evident from the fact that in 1998-1999, the consumption of coffee was 0.50 Lakh Tonne and has increased to 0.70 Lakh Tonne in 2009-10. These chains have initiated a new coffee culture in India. With coffee becoming so popular in India, Starbucks, the world leader in the coffee retailing market and counted as one of the strongest brands in the world is also planning to enter the Indian market very soon. Starbucks C.E.O Howard Schultz , guessed that American consumers would enjoy drinking fresh, gourmet coffee if exposed to it in the right atmosphere. He also recognized that consumers were beginning to place higher value on customer service and were also seeking a third place between work and home. Inspired by the espresso bars in Milan, Italy, Howard Schultz wanted to introduce the coffee bar culture to America. So, Starbucks was founded in the early 1970s, and opened its first location in Seattle’s Pike Place market in 1971. Starbucks, with about 8,500 stores worldwide, has the long-term expansion goal to have 30,000 cafes worldwide. It especially aims to enter the Russia, India and Brazil markets. Starbucks has plans of expanding its operations in India as India over the past few years has become a favorable destination for a lot of foreign companies, for example-Fast food joints like McDonald’s and Pizza-Hut among others have entered the Indian market In India, People go to the coffee parlours to just sit over a cup of well-brewed coffee, chill out and chat for hours at length with friends or simply to be with oneself in such a relaxed atmosphere. Even working people meet to discuss work in the peaceful environment. These chains offer a wide variety of things. These coffee chains offer the "total experience" which consists of right coffee, food and ambience with Wi-fis and jukeboxes for customers. For example, Barista offers latte to cappuccino, flavored coffee and even desserts. It offers games and television for the customers. A single Barista outlet at Rajpur Road in Dehradun claims to get around 200-300 customers everyday. It is open for 14 hours a day from 9.00 am to 11.00 pm. Barista has even set up outlets in Sri Lanka and UAE and has ambitious plans to open 1000 outlets in different countries by 2010.When anyone enter a typical Barista outlet, one notices its design and ambience where a warm orange colour dominates. It has cedar wood furniture, round tables with wooden seat chairs and recently it has introduced lounges which enable one to sit comfortably for hours. Inside there are posters which are witty and interesting. For example one of the most common one which is found in all outlets is. “In the old days to get a cup of coffee you had to smuggle beans from Arabia at the risk of death. Now all you need to settle for is self



service.” The good quality coffee, the great ambience with the aroma of fresh coffee is the positive points of Barista. Barista follows a typically Italian model which believes in providing a world class experience and very specialized coffees. The idea is to provide an ambience where anyone could walk in and feel comfortable. These coffee chains work because they provide an ambience where people can enjoy and have a nice time. Some branches of Barista have bookstores in them. Ravi Deol MD of Barista says’ we don’t sell coffee, we sell an experience”. As is evident from the fact that People like to go there to just sit and chat for hours with no interference. People spend Rs.30-75 for a cup of coffee at Barista because it is not the coffee that we pay for but the Barista Experience i.e. we are willing to pay so much to be a part of the experience. Coffee has now become a lifestyle drink. There was a time when everyone liked tea and now almost everyone is drinking coffee because it is cool to be seen drinking coffee in these parlours. “A café is all about recharging and relaxing the customer” says Brotin Banerjee, Barista chief of marketing and strategy “That’s where value additions such as music and books come in”. The people visiting these places are just everybody. Some youngsters feel a good cup of coffee inspires good conversation while some of them feel that it was a nice meeting joint and place to hang out. Most of them are teens, even working professionals to old couples visit these coffee parlour. Barista coffee company ltd has been recently listed among the top 100 brands in India by “Super Brands” India. It will be featured as one of the strongest Indian Brands in the “Super Brands” volume to be printed in Italy. Indian consumer is a very interesting entity. The consumer in India is as heterogeneous as the country itself is. The urban consumer contrasts with the rural and the South Indian consumer with the North Indian. Further still, the consumer in the metros militates with his usage and habit patterns. The Indian consumer, is therefore very difficult to understand and very difficult to predict. Tea and Coffee are the favorite drink in India especially tea. A quiet cafe revolution is sweeping urban India with the explosion of coffee bars. That is bad news for tea - still the favorite brew for a majority of Indians -, which has been losing out to coffee in recent years. India is one of the world's largest exporters of tea and one of its biggest consumers. However, it is coffee drinking which is increasingly becoming a statement of young and upwardly mobile



Indians. Moreover, coffee bars, an unheard of concept until a couple of years ago, are suddenly big business. Coffee is slowly but surely substituting tea. There is also rise in the consumption of coffee. The specialty coffee movement has gained much of its momentum through the efforts of companies like Barista, Cafe Coffee Day.



RESEARCH OBJECTIVE



PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 1. To understand the customer expectations. 2. To measure the customer satisfaction. 3. To find out why Barista coffee is preferred over other brands of coffee.



SECONDARY OBJECTIVE 1. To study the competition prevailing in coffee industry in India.



Chapter -2 Company Profile



COMPANY PROFILE The brand takes its name from the Italian term for a Coffee brew master. Barista is the fastest growing coffee retailing chain in the country. Barista Coffee was established in 1999. The Italian style café was promoted by the New Delhi-based Java Coffee Company. Earlier Coffee was made with high quality Arabic beans and Barista’s from Italy were invited to create blends. Along with a large variety of Hot and Cold beverages, Barista even served top-grade quality pastries, sandwiches and Muffins. Though being a late entrant, Barista took elite India by storm. With 105 branches in 18 cities and annual sales of Rs. 650 million, Barista was clearly the leader in the coffee retailing business in 2002. What made Barista different from others was the ambience at its outlets. Barista recreated the ambience and experience of the typical Italian neighborhood espresso bars in India. The interiors were bright, trendy and comfortable. One could play chess, read books, listen to music, enjoy the arts, surf the Net and sip an Espresso Italiano, or Iced Cafe Mocha. Due to strategic alliance with Tata Coffee in 2001, coffee beans are provided by Tata coffee as well. Also, this would help the Barista to strengthen its distribution network and provide opportunity to cater in the hospitality, airline, catering and other allied businesses. It also has access to top grade raw material, apart from the infusion of capital from TATA which has enabled extensive expansion. It made the company cash-positive. Barista traces its roots back to the old coffee houses in Italy - the hotbeds of poetry, love, music, writing, revolution and of course, fine coffee. Drawing inspiration from them, they have singlehandedly taken on the challenge to open people's eyes to the simple pleasures of coffee and revolutionize the coffee drinking experience in every city that they invade.To live up to this promise, they have employed skilled Italian roastmasters at their roastery in Venice. They sourced only the finest quality Arabicas and have had their espresso bars designed to reflect a warm, friendly and inviting atmosphere. Add to this, a menu one can ponder over for hours and have everything one need to escape the pressures of daily life.At last count, the aroma of fine Barista coffee permeated in over 100 espresso bars across India, Sri Lanka and the Middle East.



Chapter - 3 Review of Literature



REVIEW OF LITERATURE Customer Satisfaction We believe that customers estimate which offer will deliver the most value. Customers are value maximizers, within the bound of search costs and limited knowledge, mobility and income. They form an expectation of value and act upon it. Whether or not the offer lives up to expectation affects both satisfaction and repurchases probability. Whether the customer is satisfied after purchase depends on the offer’s performance in relation to buyer’s expectations. In general, satisfaction is a person’s feelings of pleasure or disappointment resulting from comparing a product’s perceived performance (or outcome) in relation to his or her expectations. If the performance falls short of expectations, the customer is dissatisfied. If the performance matches the expectations, the customer is satisfied. If the performance exceeds expectations, the customer is highly satisfied or delighted. The link between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty is not proportional. Suppose customer satisfaction is rated on a scale from one to five. At a very low level of customer satisfaction (level one), customers are likely to abandon the company and even bad mouth it. At level of two to four, customers are fairly satisfied but still find it easy to switch when a better offer comes along. At level five the customer is very likely to repurchase and even spread good word of mouth about the company. High satisfaction or delight creates an emotional bond with the brand or company, not just a rational preference. The key to generating high customer loyalty is to deliver high customer value. The value proposition consists of the whole cluster of benefits the company promises to deliver; it is more than the core positioning of the offering.



Customer Expectations Buyers form their expectation from past buying experience, friends’ and associates’ advice, and marketers’ and competitors’ information and promises. If marketers raise expectation too high, the buyer is likely to be disappointed. However if the company sets the expectation too low, it wont attract enough buyers. Some of today’s companies are raising expectations and delivering performance to match.



Measuring Satisfaction  Complaints and Suggestion Systems  Customer Satisfaction Survey  Lost Customer Analysis  Ghost Shopping



History of coffee The history and development of the beverage that we know as coffee is varied and interesting, involving chance occurrences, political intrigue, and the pursuit of wealth and power. According to one story, the effect of coffee beans on behavior was noticed by a sheepherder from Caffa Ethopia named Kaldi as he tended his sheep. He noticed that the sheep became hyperactive after eating the red "cherries" from a certain plant when they changed pastures. He tried a few himself, and was soon as overactive as his herd. The story relates that a monk happened by and scolded him for "partaking of the devil's fruit." However the monks soon discovered that this fruit from the shiny green plant could help them stay awake for their prayers. Another legend gives us the name for coffee or "mocha." An Arabian was banished to the desert with his followers to die of starvation. In desperation, Omar had his friends boil and eat the fruit from an unknown plant. Not only did the broth save the exiles, but also the residents of the nearest town, Mocha, took their survival as a religious sign. The plant and its beverage were named Mocha to honor this event. Originally the coffee plant grew naturally in Ethiopia, but once transplanted in Arabia was monopolized by them. One early use for coffee would have little appeal today. The Galla tribe from Ethiopia used coffee, but not as a drink. They would wrap the beans in animal fat as their only source of nutrition while on raiding parties. The Turks were the first country to adopt it as a drink, often adding spices such as clove, cinnamon, cardamom and anise to the brew. Coffee was introduced much later to countries beyond Arabia whose inhabitants believed it to be a delicacy and guarded its secret as if they were top-secret military plans. Transportation of the



plant out of the Moslem nations was forbidden by the government. The actual spread of coffee was started illegally. One Arab named Baba Budan smuggled beans to some mountains near Mysore, India, and started a farm there. Early in this century, the descendants of those original plants were found still growing fruitfully in the region. Coffee was believed by some Christians to be the devil's drink. Pope Vincent III heard this and decided to taste it before he banished it. He enjoyed it so much he baptized it, saying, "Coffee is so delicious it would be a pity to let the infidels have exclusive use of it." Coffee today is grown and enjoyed worldwide, and is one of the few crops that small farmers in third-world countries can profitably export.



Timeline – History of coffee shops C850 First known discovery of coffee berries. Legend of goat herder Kaldi of Ethiopia who notices goats is friskier after eating red berries of a local shrub. Experiments with the berries himself and begins to feel happier. C1100 The coffee first trees are cultivated on the Arabian Peninsula. Coffee is first roasted and boiled by Arabs making "qahwa" --- a beverage made from plants. 1475 The world’s first coffee shop opens in Constantinople. It is followed by the establishment of two coffee houses in 1554.



C1600 Coffee enters Europe through the port of Venice. The first coffeehouse opens in Italy in 1654. 1607 Captain John Smith, founder of Virginia at Jamestown... introduces Coffee to the New World Some Canadian historians claim it arrived in previously settled Canada.



1652 The first coffeehouse opens in England. Coffeehouses are called "penny universities" (a penny is charged for admission and a cup of coffee). Edward Lloyd's coffeehouse opens in 1688. It eventually becomes Lloyd's of London, the world's best-known insurance company. The word “TIPS” is coined in an English coffee house: A sign reading “To Insure Prompt Service” (TIPS) was place by a cup. Those desiring prompt service and better seating threw a coin into a tin. 1672 The opening of the first Parisian cafe dedicated to serving coffee. In 1713, King Louis XIV is presented with a coffee tree. It is believed that sugar was first used as an additive in his court. 1683 The first coffeehouse opens in Vienna. The Turks, defeated in battle, leave sacks of coffee behind. 1690 The Dutch become the first to transport and cultivate coffee commercially. Coffee is smuggled out of the Arab port of Mocha and transported to Ceylon and East Indies for cultivation. 1721 The first coffeehouse opens in Berlin. 1723 Coffee Plants are introduced in the Americas for cultivation. Gabriel de Clieu, a French naval officer, transports a seedling to Martinique. 1727 The Brazilian coffee industry gets its start from seedlings smuggled out of Paris. 1750 One of Europe's first coffeehouses, Cafe Greco, opens in Rome. By 1763, Venice has over 2,000 coffee shops. 1822 The prototype of the first espresso machine is created in France.



1885 A process of using natural gas and hot air becomes the most popular method of roasting coffee. C1900 Kaffeeklatsch, afternoon coffee, becomes popular in Germany. 1905 The first commercial espresso machine is manufactured in Italy. 1908 The invention of the worlds first drip coffeemaker. Melitta Bentz makes a filter using blotting paper. 1933 Dr. Ernest Illy develops the first automatic espresso machine. 1938 Nescafé instant coffee is invented by the Nestlé Company as it assists the Brazilian government in solving its coffee surplus problem. 1945 Achilles Gaggia perfects the espresso machine with a piston that creates a high-pressure extraction to produce a thick layer of crème. 1991 Café Carissimi Canada, a network of espresso service providers is formed in Canada, modeled after a visit to Franco Carissimi (roaster and equipment manufacturer) in Bergamo Italy. It becomes the fastest growing network of private and independent super automatic machines providers in Canada. 1995 Coffee is the world’s most popular beverage. More than 400 billion cups are consumed each year. It is a world commodity that is second only to oil.



The needs of an individual have changed drastically and the efforts to attain the need fulfillers can be traced to the ancient times of human origin. Customers always look forward to having a new and different experience when they walk into a store and once they fail to get so, disappointment takes over. Today, what people really desire are not products, but satisfying experiences. Experiences are attained through series of activities. The need of human interface is obvious in any service settings. Across the globe, researchers are employing their best efforts in understanding the expectations of customers from the retail outlets, and the levels of satisfaction among the shoppers. The present study has developed a conceptual framework for Customer Experience Management (CEM) and an instrument to measure CEM. The instrument has been tested in the context of customer’s coffee experience at Café Coffee Day (CCD). PLS Method is used to test a model on Customer Experience in a popular coffee outlet. The findings include services offered by staffs and quality of products offered play higher importance in creating customer’s coffee experience than other variables.



MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS



The primary objective of any marketer is to create satisfied customers and a pool of loyal customer base. Experience plays significant importance in creating customer satisfaction and accounts nearly 50 per cent variance in customer’s coffee store satisfaction. Thus, customer experience emerges as single most dominant factor in explaining satisfaction. This is very relevant finding for a marketer of branded coffee like Café Coffee Day. Thus, the store satisfaction is driven away by the coffee experience component. In explaining the customer’s store loyalty, the experience emerges as important component than the satisfaction and these two variables together, accounts nearly 40 per cent of variance in the store loyalty. Thus, the modern era retailers cannot afford to ignore the experience creating factors while designing any store loyalty programmes. The research study has developed a comprehensive model for measuring Customer’s Coffee experience and brought out other significant constructs in building an experience. We strongly believe that this model for assessing customers’ coffee experience in a context of a specialty store of this nature is a useful one and shall be replicated in similar settings



as well.Thus, any other branded coffee chain outlets wishing to create a delightful coffee experience to customers will be immensely benefited by the findings provided by our study. The decision makers in the retail business sector need to focus on the drivers of customer experience every time they need to gain hearts of customers. Just mere selling of products/ brands at lower prices cannot create competitive advantage for the retail business firms anymore. The experience factor plays a very vital and significant dual role in creating a satisfied customer as well as loyalty factor.There will be always a need for retailers of this sort to not just concentrate on drivers of satisfaction or pricing or promotional measures or advertising alone, but focus keenly on the drivers of experience creators. Another significant finding is the role played by the instore customer service professionals (Staff of CCD). In the modern day marketing, all the business entities spend huge budget on training the human resources, there by possess a good human capital. Despite these efforts, the model found that, in the drivers of customer’s coffee experience, not much significant importance was attached to the store personnel. This is an avenue, where any retailer needs to take a note and get things moving the way the customers want and the role of staff in enhancing the experience of customers in a service setting of this nature.Especially in Indian context the customers do not consider the sales persons as high trustworthy.



Gupta & Vajic (1999) study found that an experience occurs when a customer has either a sensation or knowledge acquisition,or both, out of interaction with different elements of a context created by a service provider. Thus, seems an avenue for improvement for any retailer / decision maker in the retail business operations.



Shivam and Bhaduria (2009) have explored in this paper the fundamentals of Experience Marketing concept by analyzing the changes that have been responsible for it. Experience Marketing is emerging as the new paradigm in today’s business. The paper states that the core competency for commodities companies is extracting; for goods companies, it’s creating features; and for service companies, it’s delivering benefits. But for experience marketing, the core competence is one of engagement- to make customers want to spend more and more time with you. It explains why you spend Rs 75 for a cup of coffee at Barista that is we are paying for the experience and not the coffee.



The paper has explored how companies can enhance customer value by working on various dimensions of experience marketing. Today, various companies exist at different points of this multi-dimensional space as they try to excel in one or two of the dimensions. The paper is important as it has discussed the changing definition of customer need, the need for radical thinking, and the seven principles of delivering compelling customer experiences which are critical factors which are important for capturing customer attention which must be adopted by companies to achieve success.



Chapter - 4 Introduction to Café Coffee Day



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Origin A traditional family owned a few acres of coffee estates, which yielded the rich coffee beans in the soil of Chikmagalur, However they soon amalgamated with Bean Coffee Trading Company Limited, now popularly known as Coffee Day. The coffee growing tradition was since 1875, but the opportunity after the deregulation of the coffee board in the early nineties. Coffee Day began exporting coffee to the connoisseurs across USA, Europe & Japan. In the calendar year 2007, Coffee Day exported more than 32000 tonnes of coffee valued at US$ 80 m to these countries and, for the second time in its short career of 14 years retained the position as the largest coffee exporter of India.



About Coffee Day Coffee Day has a wide and professional network in the major coffee growing areas of the country comprising over 50 agents and 50 collecting depots. Coffee Day's two curing works at Chikmagalur and Hassan cure over 70,000 tonnes of coffee per annum, the largest in the country. Coffee Day has a well-equipped roasting unit catering to the specific requirement of the consumers. The process is carried out under the control of experienced personnel to meet highest quality standards. The most modern technology available is used to maintain consistency and roast the coffee beans to the demanding specifications of the discerning coffee consumers.



Introduction Café Coffee Day currently owns and operates 436 cafes in all major cities in India. It is a part of India's largest coffee company named Coffee Day, ISO 9002 certified company. Coffee Day's most unique aspect is that it grows the coffee it serves in its cafes. Cafe Coffee Day's vending machines have a special niche in the market compared to competitors because Cafe Coffee Day machines offer filter coffee unlike the instant coffee offered by competitors' brands. Growing from a coffee exporter to a coffee parlour, café coffee day has certainly come a long way in this segment.



Key Features: •



Pioneers of the Café Concept in India with its first Café at Brigade Road, Bangalore in 1996. This Café was opened as a Cyber Café (first of its kind) but later, with the burst of cyber cafes it reverted to its core competency….Coffee



•



Essentially a youth oriented brand with majority of its customers falling in the 15-29 year age bracket



•



Each café, depending upon its size attracts between 400 and 800 customers daily



•



At present it operates 436 cafes across 69 cities.



•



Fiscal year 2006-07 turnover was Rs. 400 crores.



•



Marketing association with youth oriented brand like LEVIS, TVS, AIRTEL, and AOL.



•



125 years of coffee growing history



•



A fully equipped ISO certified roasting plant with a 100000 tonnes per annum capacity at Hassan



•



5000 acres of self owned Coffee Plantations



•



A ready and enviable base of more than 10000 suppliers



•



Among the top exporters of coffee in India (Coffee Day Exports)



Marketing Mix Every company goes through different phases in the business. The phase is very similar to that of the product lifecycle. In order to sustain in the market and to maintain its market share it is essential for the company to have a right marketing mix. The company has to have a mix of proper product that is relevant to the target audience, proper price, proper reach i.e. the place and relevant promotion that keeps the target audience interested in the company.



I) Product Café Coffee Day’s menu ranges from hot and cold coffees to several other items. However, the core product is the coffee. The management believes that trend is changing towards coffee. So taking this opportunity, the company also sells coffee powder. Café Coffee Day also believes in selling other merchandised products. Core Product: •



Exotic international coffees e.g. Capachinos



•



Food items e.g. Sandwich, Samosas



•



Desserts and pastries



II) Price Café Coffee Day has positioned as “Value for Money”. The major target customers are the youngsters. Pricing is a very sensitive issue for the Indian consumers. Café Coffee Day believes in mass marketing. The average spent by the customer is 100-125. Their coffee starts from as long as 25 Rs. However there are some outlets where the students are given special discounts. CCD even set up their outlets in the college campus. CCD is looking for expansion to more interior places. Here prices become more complex as the consumer are very conservative in spending. A cup of coffee at Rs. 35 is accepted in metro cities



but not in small towns. The decor, ambience and the experience will play a major role in pulling the crowds in small cities. The price of the product has to be kept uniform in order to maintain the uniformity in all the outlets. CCD target audience is youngsters. Majority of them are dependent on their family for their expense. This is one of the most important reasons for low pricing compared to other cafes. They believe it in making their product at an affordable price. Pricing is one of the important weapons for them to fight against their competitor.



III) Place Café Coffee Day outlets are spread across India. However, there are more number of outlets in the metros and towns. In the past 12 months, Café Coffee Day has also been on an aggressive drive to expand the number of cafés in the smaller towns across the country based on research and invitations received from these places to open more such cafes there. The company expects to cross the figure of 700 cafés in 75 cities by December 2009. There will be an increased focus in cities having populations from as low as Five Lakh upwards. However, the focus has not been on just opening more cafés wherever there has been an opportunity. Café Coffee Day is already the largest and most wide spread retail chain of cafes in India with a current count of 600 cafés in almost all major cites. CCD plans to reach cities like Kolhapur and Nagpur in the west, Hubli, Belguam and Vizag in the South, Allahabad, Varanasi, Ambala and Patiala, in the North, Jodhpur and Mount Abu in Rajasthan and Bhubuneshwar, Ranchi, Cuttack, Darjeeling, Guwahati and Jamshedupr in the East.



IV) Promotion In order to stay with the competition and to keep the audience interested, they undertake lot of promotion activities. CCD jointly organizes large number of promotions with the other companies serving the similar target audience. These cafes have emerged as a new media vehicle



for reaching the right type of the customer. CCD gets in physical touch with audiences, target loyalty club members, or advertises in their newsletters. CCD has also undertaken a promo jointly with TVS scooty. The promo was done at all the outlets across country. In this promo a package of 2 ices blended cold coffee and 1 choc fantasy for just selling for Rs 82.



Chapter- 5 Introduction to Barista



BARISTA Introduction Barista traces its roots back to the old coffee houses in Italy - the hotbeds of poetry, love, music, writing, revolution and of course, fine coffee. Drawing inspiration from them, they have singlehandedly taken on the challenge to open people's eyes to the simple pleasures of coffee and revolutionize the coffee drinking experience in every city that we invade. To live up to this promise, they have employed skilled Italian roast masters at our roastery in Venice. Sourced only the finest quality Arabicas. And have had their espresso bars designed to reflect a warm, friendly and inviting atmosphere. Add to this, a menu you can ponder over for hours and you have everything you need to escape the pressures of daily life. At last count, the aroma of fine Barista coffee permeated in over 100 espresso bars across India, Sri Lanka and the Middle East.



Franchisee Information •



Specialty coffee retailer offering high quality beverages and food accompaniments



•



Pioneers in establishing the concept of "organized coffee retailing as an experience for the customer" at a national level in India



•



Strong brand equity - connoting "premium" experience at reasonable cost



•



Currently, amongst the leading food retail chains, in terms of number of outlets, and the largest specialty coffee chain



•



Wide presence with 130 outlets across three countries including Dubai and Sri Lanka



•



Key Shareholders- Sterling Group of Companies and Tata Coffee Ltd.



AWARDS A huge shot in the arm and validation of the company’s efforts has been the recognition given independently by BBC, The Times of India and Business Standard as the ‘Brand of the Year’ (2002).



Barista was also awarded the TOPS award for Specialty Coffee Excellence by the Specialty Coffee Association of America (SCAA), which recognizes specialty coffee retailers who differentiate themselves through better business practices. Recently Barista was also recognized by the HT Food Guide as the best place to have coffee as well as ‘Café of the Year’ award given by The Times Group – in the Times Food Guide. For the year 2003-05, Barista has been selected as one of the 100 super brands in the country and is amongst the youngest brands in the list, to achieve this status.



MARKETING MIX For this purpose, information was gathered from various newspapers, magazines and the company’s websites.



I) Product The core product offered by Barista is coffee. Their menus also consist of traditional favorites like cappuccino, espresso, iced mocha and other varieties of coffee and tea, juices and other beverages, sandwiches etc and variety of desserts, breads like paninis, ciabattas and French baguettes. It is surrounded by warmth, good taste, good aroma and the ambience of place. It serves not only coffee but also an experience. Now Barista even offers branded merchandise like caps, T-shirts, coffee mugs and other coffee paraphernalia. It gives the customers a very interactive social environment by providing newspapers, magazines, a guitar, games and television on, music playing as well as message boards to pen down your thoughts. Some stores also have an outlet of Corner Bookstore (they joined hands in November 2003) which sells all varieties of books. This year, Barista has launched Swiss Hot chocolate, sundaes in two flavors, frozen Swiss chocolate, pastas and rolls, chilly cheese toasts, a new range of sandwiches with wafers besides a health range of sandwiches-slimmers’s choice with brown bread and low fat option. In another change, Barista is diversifying its hot beverages menu and introducing several speciality teas. It has introduced Wi-fi services where executives and students can access the internet from any of the numerous access points. It plans to introduce music downloads next.



Brotin Banerjee, marketing head Barista coffee company says” delighting the customer is our USP” (unique selling proposition). II) Pricing The pricing of Barista beverages is quite high as unique brands often command higher prices. It is much highly priced than its competitors, with the starting price of coffee at Rs.35 going on till Rs.100, whereas, Café Coffee Day’s price ranging between Rs.28 to Rs.60.Now it has started revising its prices. Recently, Barista cut prices of nearly all items in its menu card by 25 per cent. Now, a cup of standard cappuccino coffee cup at Barista is available for Rs 30, down from Rs 40 earlier, while cold coffee Frappe is available for Rs 40 per cup against Rs 55 earlier. Also Classic cold coffee is now cheaper by Rs 12 at Rs 33 a cup. Apart from this, Barista has also introduced new low-priced beverages.



III) Place The first Barista outlet was started in March 2000 in New Delhi. There are over 100 Barista outlets. It is the fastest growing retailing chain in India after expanding in large parts of Delhi and Mumbai they started to spread in small towns and cities in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and also neglected eastern markets like Orissa, West Bengal, and Assam. Recently it has expanded operation to Srilanka and Dubai and now have plans to open in Kuwait. Barista is opening its outlets in various offices, i.e. HSBC, GE. Barista has also tied up with BPCL- Bharat Petroleum Corporation limited to open coffee kiosks in its retailing outlets. Barista bar chain, has tied up with Taj group of Hotels for setting up exclusive Barista expresso bars at the Taj hotels in metro cities recently. The company also plans to have a new concept bar called “pavement bar” at the Taj poolside which would be a 24 hrs coffee shop. It is also opening outlets at Planet-M and PVR Cinema. Barista is seeking to expand through the franchisee route model and plans to enter B-class towns in the country and middle-class localities in the metros such as North and East Delhi. In the past year Barista has expanded through tie-ups with major



retail chains and setting up outlets in their premises. With ABN Amro, Barista has introduced a concept called Bancafé - a café in the bank premises. By 2005-06, Barista plans to have over 300 outlets across the country up from 130 at present.



IV) Promotion Barista is also positioning itself through its marketing partners. Lacoste, which also aims at younger, wealthier consumer base in urbanized areas.Barista’s collection of coffee shade cosmetics, now marketed by Elle-18 targets the younger women. Barista has come up with its new coffee product named ‘Exclusive Original Coffee of the Month’, June’ Mexico Altura Organic Month’ is one such example. The most recent promotions techniques it has adopted are musical performances at Bangalore Barista outlets on some days. Then it is offering scratch cards across all Barista outlets where everybody wins. Moreover, it is launching Barista coffee cards soon. The company also has frequent promotional associations with CNBC, Singapore airlines and Evian.



Segmentation strategies



Barista follows the psychographic lifestyle segmentation strategy which considers lifestyle, age group and the income. It has positioned itself as a lifestyle brand, with concentrated positioning aiming at young students, professionals and working couples. The target age is about 15-25 years. The premium segment is the domain of the Barista chain. Now Barista is changing its positioning from a premium retail outlet to that of a hangout or a meeting place frequented by young people. Company officials say this is because the nature of Barista's clientele ranges from young college-goers to young professionals Barista is not only satisfying the coffee need of the customers but what came across during our study was a major reason why people go to Barista, apart from other reasons, was lifestyle.



Differentiation Strategy In the case of coffee palours, the differentiators identified on the basis of the study are as follows •



Ambience and Décor



•



Quality of staff Service



•



Food



•



Presentation



•



Cleanliness



•



Price



•



Wide product range



•



Quality of products



•



Customer relationships



Barista opted for the differentiation strategy to gain a competitive advantage over its competitors. The most important attribute of Barista is ambience. This is the actual uniqueness in a broad market consisting of various coffee players. Barista did realize that the consumers were not just looking for a place to have a cup of coffee but were looking for a place to hang around and relax. Thus, they decided to create a place where the consumers would feel at home. The ambience inside is comforting and casual which is one of the major reason of its success. They created a coffee bar with a typical Italian environment where people could get together over a cup of coffee and enjoy themselves in a comfortable and relaxing environment. It offers customers a very interactive social environment by providing newspapers, magazines, a guitar, games and television on, music playing as well as message boards to pen down your thoughts. Some stores also have an outlet of Corner Bookstore (they joined hands in November 2003) which sells all varieties of books. Moreover, most of the people feel that its ambience and aroma of coffee which is a major driving force. It has games like scrabble, pictionary etc and books available to keep one engaged. People can also play guitar which is kept against the corner wall. It also has magazines and newspaper which can be read while sitting there and a take away newspaper which is quite popular.



Chapter- 6 Research Methodology



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY Research is a common parlance which refers to search for knowledge. Research is an organized inquiry carried out to provide information for solving problems. More specifically, it is the process of determining, acquiring, analyzing and synthesizing, and disseminating relevant data, information and insights to decision makers in ways that mobilize the organization to take appropriate actions that, in turn, maximize business performances. A good research generates data that is derived by proficiently conducted reference which is used reliably for decision making. In a good research methodology the purpose is clearly defined, design and process is thoroughly planned, highly ethical standards are used and the researcher makes decisions passably for decision makers need



TYPES OF RESEARCH



Descriptive Research – It includes surveys and fact finding enquiries of different kinds. Its major purpose is to describe the state of affairs as it exists at present and the researcher has no control over the variables.



Analytical Research – In this type of research the researcher uses facts and information already available to analyze, to make a critical evaluation of the material.



Applied Research – It aims at finding the solution for an immediate problem faced by the industry/business organization like identifying social, economic or political trends that may effect a particular institution or the evaluation of the marketing research.



Fundamental Research – It is concerned with the generalization and with the formulation of a research study concerning some natural phenomenon or relating to pure mathematics or concerned human behavior.



Quantitative Research – It is based on the measurement of the quantity or amount. It is applicable to phenomenon that can be expressed in terms of quantity.



Qualitative Research – On the other hand is concerned with qualitative phenomenon, i.e. phenomenon related or involving quality or kind. Such kind of result is especially important in the behavioral sciences where the aim is to discover the underlying motives of human behavior.



Conceptual Research – It is related to some abstract idea or theory and is generally used by philosophers and researchers and thinkers to develop new concepts or to reinterpret existing ones.



Exploratory Research – It relies on experience and observation alone, often without due regard for system and theory. It is data based research, coming up with conclusions, which are capable of being verified with observation or experiment.



RESEARCH PROCESS Various steps involved in research done on Consumer Behaviour are:



Literature Survey – Before starting the research we conducted an in-depth study of the topic so as to draw a clear image of what and how the research has to be carried out.



Formulating the Research Problem – The next step was to find out the problem of the case. The most important task was to define the problem clearly from an analytical point of view. This is the most important step because; if a problem is well defined then it means that it is half solved.



Design of the Questionnaire – An unstructured questionnaire was framed by the group for the purpose of survey. All the questions used are closed ended in the questionnaire.



Determining the Sample Size – Furthermore the next step was to choose the number of people to be targeted from various age groups, salary scale, and gender. So many people were approached for the survey



Collection and Analysis of Data – The data was collected from various people among different age groups and the data was segregated into various parameters in order to analyze it.



Interpretation of Data and Preparation of Report – The findings was identified and recommendations were made and the final report was prepared. This chapter discusses the various steps which are taken to fulfill the objectives in the study. It also discusses the sampling procedure and the various sources of information which is collected for further analysis.



Chapter - 7 Data analysis and Interpretation



DATA COLLECTION



The research’s objective is to find out the growth behavior of coffee industry in India. For this purpose, data was collected from secondary sources on the domestic consumption of coffee for the previous years (2006 to 2011) and forecasted for the next two years for India. The next objective was to find out why Barista coffee is preferred over other brands of coffee. For this purpose, data was collected from consumers to understand their preferences and information of the coffee chains in India. For this, secondary data was collected from company websites and magazines. The last objective was to study the competition prevailing in this industry. In this case, data was collected from both primary and secondary sources.



Primary Data Primary data was collected with the help of a structured questionnaire consisting of sixteen questions distributed to 90 customers personally. Individuals were approached personally and method used was structured interview and questionnaires. They were asked questions relating to research objectives and a questionnaire was given to them. The project sample consisted of 90 customers of Barista in Dehradun and the participants ranged in age from 14 to 60. Data is collected from 19 people from age group of 14 to 20, 50 people from age group of 21 to 30 and 21 people from age group of more than 31 years. Questionnaires and interviews were used as a source of Primary data collection because they provide reliable means of information as the customers is actually consuming the service and the retailer is providing it. a) Sampling- The sampling technique used is random sampling in which each population element has a known and has an equal chance of selection. b) Time of survey- The data was collected in the month of May 2011. c) Area of survey- The data was collected in Dehradun.



Secondary data The research started with the collection and study of secondary data. Data is collected with the help of internet and published sources. Many books on Marketing, Trade statistics and International business, have been used in collection of secondary data. Books like Philps kotler, Dana- Nicoirta Lascu, International Marketing, 2003 have been consulted. Many magazines and journals have also been used. Magazines like India today, Business World and Emerald database, Mintel report have been used to get information on this subject. Barista’s fortnightly newsletter “Brew Print” has been used to collect information. A number of News papers such as Economic Times, Hindustan times, Times of India etc along with their websites related to the research have been used. The secondary data collected from the above mentioned sources helped in finding out the growth of coffee industry in India and, understanding the reasons for the increase in demand of coffee industry. It also helped in evaluating the marketing strategies of Barista coffee parlour and its competitors.



Analytical Tools The primary information collected through questionnaires is analyzed with the help of output table and graphs that is made on the basis of responses given by the customers and retailers by using suitable statistical software. Microsoft excel and Minitab software have been used in the research. The secondary information collected through various sources which are satisfying the objectives is provided in the research in form of tables and graphs.



Limitations of the Research Though the research contains reliable results but still it suffers from a number of limitations. Firstly, the research was carried in a limited time period when there was academic pressure as well so there was a time constraint. Secondly, the sample size taken is small which is mainly due to the time constraint. Thirdly, the research is carried out only in Dehradun and not in any other city .



ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION



This chapter deals with the findings and their analysis which is done on the basis of objectives. The results from the Questionnaires and unstructured Interviews are analyzed in this chapter. The primary information for this research is collected with the help of questionnaire distributed to 90 customers .Data is collected from 19 people from age group of 14 to 20, 50 people from age group of 21 to 30 and 21 people from age group of more than 31 years. The structured interview is carried with the customers of different age groups which has been a source of primary information to fulfill the objectives. The primary information collected through questionnaires is analyzed with the help of output table and graphs made on the basis of responses given by the customers and retailers by using suitable statistical software. The secondary information collected through various sources which are satisfying the objectives is provided.



Private final consumption expenditure (PFCE) of coffee, tea and cocoa in India Fig 1.: Percentage share of Coffee, Tea and Cocoa (At Constant Prices) in private final consumption expenditure. The graph shows the private final consumption expenditure (PFCE) of coffee, tea and cocoa in India which is increasing every year. It has increased from 0.79% to 0.81% from 2010-11 to 2011-12. Thus, it shows that private final consumption expenditure of coffee, tea and cocoa is rising.
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Preference of customers towards coffee and its substitutes With the help of questionnaire, 90 customers were asked whether they preferred tea or coffee or other drinks. Data was collected from 19 people in the age group of 14 to 20 years, 50 people from the age group of 21 to 30 years and 21 people in the age group of more than 35 years. The percentages of responses are given in the table below. From the given table, it was plotted on a graph as shown below. Table 1: Percentage of preference of customers towards coffee and its substitutes Beverages (in percentage) Age group



Coffee



Tea



Others



14 to 20 years.



63



11



26



21 to 30 years.



74



3



23



more than 31years



63



25



12



Fig 2: Percentage of preference of customers towards coffee and its substitutes
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The graph shows that coffee is preferred by all three age groups of people when compared to tea and other drinks. Though, the preference is more between the age group of 21 to 30 which is 74% as compared to 63% by the other two age groups. Tea is more preferred by people in the age group of more than 31 years and other drinks are preferred more by people in the age group of 14 to 20 years. Thus, it is clearly evident that coffee is a preferred as compared to other beverages in all age groups.



Popularity of Coffee Parlours in India In the same manner, 90 customers were asked whether the coffee palours are becoming popular in India. Data was collected from 19 people in the age group of 14 to 20 years, 50 people from the age group of 21 to 30 years and 21 people in the age group of more than 35 years. The percentage of their responses are given in the table below it is plotted on a graph and is shown below.



Table 2: Percentage of responses of popularity of Coffee Parlours in India Coffee Parlours becoming popular(in percentage) Age group



Yes



No



Don’t Know



14 to 20 years.



84



0



16



21 to 30 years.



94



3



3



More than31years



93



7



0



Fig. 3: Percentage of popularity of Coffee Parlours in India
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The graph shows that all age groups of people (more than 80%) feel that the coffee parlours are becoming popular in India. A very negligible number of people feel that it is not becoming popular in India. Thus, coffee parlours like Barista, Café Coffee Day and others are offering coffee outside home by setting parlours all over the country and these are becoming very popular in India and this is felt by majority of people in all age groups as is evident from the graph. People were asked the reasons for the growing popularity of coffee parlours in India with the help of questionnaires and structured interview. Most of them felt that these parlours were a third place between home and work or college and it helped them to relax and spend time with friends and others at any time of the day. Some said that it has become a trend to go to these parlours for



a cup of coffee. They differ from the usual restaurants in many ways. Here you can sit even without ordering anything. People like its informal and casual environment which enables them to even sit alone while reading a book or doing any work.



Awareness of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked from where they came to know of Barista. Data was collected from 19 people in the age group of 14 to 20 years, 50 people from the age group of 21 to 30 years and 21 people in the age group of more than 35 years. The percentage of responses are shown in the table below and then shown in the graph. Table 3: Awareness of Barista coffee parlours Peer groups(%)



Magazines(%)



Newspaper(%)



Families(%)



14 to 20 years.



59



9
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32



21 to 30 years.



94
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3



3



More than 31 years



65
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Fig. 4: Awareness of Barista coffee parlours 100
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The graph shows that majority of people came to know about Barista from their peer groups while mostly people in the age group of 14 to 20 years came to know from their families. Thus, people know more about this coffee parlour from word of mouth than any other media. This indicates that the coffee parlours are quite famous among the people.



Awareness of café Coffee Day 90 customers were asked from where they came to know about Café Coffee Day. Data was collected from 19 people in the age group of 14 to 20 years, 50 people from the age group of 21 to 30 years and 21 people in the age group of more than 35 years. The percentage of responses are shown in the table below and then shown in the graph. Table 4: Awareness of Café Coffee Day Medium Age group 14 to 20 years 21 to 30 years More than 30 years



Peer Group



Magazine%



Newspaper %



Families%



64 87 48



11 2 0



3 3 18



22 8 34



PREFERENCE OF BARISTA COFFEE OVER OTHER BRANDS OF COFFEE



Preference of Barista coffee parlours in comparison with other parlours 90 customers were asked to rate the Barista, Café Coffee Day, Nescafe and other coffee parlour on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 was the most preferred and 5 is least preferred. The rating is added and then their percentage is shown in the graph below. Table 5: Percentage of response of preference of Barista coffee parlours in comparison with other parlours Coffee Parlours



Barista



Café Coffee Day



Nescafe



Others



Points



117



150



209



313



Percentage



11



15



20



30



Fig. 5: Graph of preference of Barista coffee parlours in comparison with other parlours
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The graph shows that Barista is the most preferred coffee parlour as it has the least score (11%). The next preferred parlour is Café Coffee Day (15%) and then Nescafe (20%). These preferences are same for all age groups of people. Thus, it is evident from the graph that Barista is most preferred as compared to the other coffee parlours in all age groups. Table 6: Mean and standard deviation of response of preference of Barista coffee parlours in comparison with other parlours Coffee Parlours Points Mean Mean (%) Standard Deviation



Barista



Nescafe



Others



117 1.3 14.48



Café Coffee Day 150 1.67 18.62



209 2.32 25.83



313 3.48 38.75



17.84



22.89



31.89



47.74



In the table, Mean has been computed which is least for Barista which shows that it is preferred as compared to other parlours. The standard deviation figures do not show much variation, which shows that the data collected is consistent.



Preference of factors of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked what they thought Barista was better in as compared to other coffee parlours. They were given 4 choices and many selected more than one choice. The percentage of their responses is given in the table below and then is shown in the graph. Table 7: Response of preference of factors of Barista coffee parlours



Age group 14 to 20 years. 21 to 30 years. More than 31 years



Features of Barista coffee parlours(in percentage) Customer Service Quality Coffee Ambience Status Symbol 19 34 31 16 20 34 34 11 17 33 39 11



Fig. 6: Preference of factors of Barista coffee parlours of different age groups in percentage
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The graph shows that most important attribute of Barista coffee parlour as compared to other coffee parlour is its ambience and quality of coffee as both of these are selected by majority of customers from all age groups. These are the two attributes which distinguishes Barista from other coffee parlours. These are the two reasons why Barista brand is preferred over other brands of coffee.



Attributes of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked to rate the factors listed below of Barista on a scale of 1 to 5 in order of their preference where 1 is the best and where 5 is the worst. These were added and then their percentage computed and shown in the graph Table 8: Response in form of rating of factors of Barista coffee parlours Factors



Food



Presentation



Ambience



Staff Service



Points



156



174



140



172



Percentage



18



20



16



20



Fig. 7: Response in form of rating of factors of Barista coffee parlours
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The graph shows that ambience is the most important factor as it has the least score of 16% while food which includes coffee has score of 18%. The presentation and staff service is also considered important factors by the customers. Table 9: Mean and standard deviation of factors of Barista coffee parlours Factors



Food



Presentation



Ambience



Staff Service



Points



156



174



140



172



Mean



1.733



1.933



1.56



1.91



Mean (%)



31.19



34.84



28.09



34.42



Standard Deviation



23.79



26.54



21.36



26.24



In the table, mean has been computed which is least for ambience, which shows that it is considered best among all factors of Barista coffee parlour. The standard deviation figures do not show much variation, which shows that the data collected is consistent.



Frequency of visit to Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked how frequently did they visit Barista coffee parlours. The percentages of their responses are given in the table below. Table 10: Percentage of frequency of visit to Barista coffee parlours



Frequency of visit (in percentage) Age group



Once a week



Twice or thrice a week



Once a month



More



Daily



14 to 20 years.



21



21



6



26



26



21 to 30 years.



20



14



17



9



40



More than 31 years



19



25



6



44



6



Fig. 8: Percentage of frequency of visit to Barista coffee parlours 45 40 35
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The graph shows that 40% of people between age group of 21 and 30 years visit Barista coffee parlours almost daily. This shows that it is a preferred brand in this age group. The people between age group of 14 to 20 years fall equally in almost all the category while 44% of people in age group of more than 31 years visit it in more than in a month. Thus, it shows that youngsters prefer going to Barista as compared to the other age groups.



Profile of customers of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked what they thought Barista is ideal for and the choices given were trendy crowds, youngsters, professionals or families. Their responses are given in the table below and are shown in the graph below. Table 11: Percentage of responses of Profile of customers of Barista coffee parlours. Profile of customer (in %)



Trendy crowds



Youngsters



Professionals



Family



14 to 20 years.



23



64



9



5



21 to 30 years.



26



63



9



2



More than 31 years



19



75



13



13
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Fig. 9: Profile of customers of Barista coffee parlours
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The graph shows that all age groups of people feel that Barista is ideal for youngsters while some of them in all age groups feel that it ideal for trendy crowds also. The next category is professionals while a small percentage of people feel that it is ideal for families too. Thus, it shows that Barista is considered ideal for youngsters as compared to others.



Staff service of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked what they felt about the staff service. The percentage of their responses is computed and shown in the graph below. Table 12: Percentage of responses of Staff service of Barista coffee parlours Staff Service (in percentage)



Very professional



Very friendly



Not so helpful



Indifferent



14 to 20 years.



33



48



14



5



21 to 30 years.



20



69



6



5



more than 31 years



22



50



28



Age group
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The graph shows that the majority of people in all age groups feel that the staff of Barista coffee parlour is very friendly. It is evident from the graph shown above that staff service of Barista is considered good. Thus, this is one of the reasons apart from other as to why Barista is preferred over other brands.



Features of Barista coffee parlours 90 customers were asked what they considered as unique features of Barista as compared to other outlets. Their responses are given below in the table. Their percentage is computed and shown in the graph below Table 13: Percentage of responses of features of Barista coffee parlours Features of Barista coffee parlour((in percentage) Age groups



Games



Staff



Coffee



Variety



Other



14 to 20 years.



38



3



38



14



7



21 to 30 years.



32



3



32



30



3



More than 31 years



35



10



15



25



15



Percentage



Fig. 11: Percentage of responses of features of Barista coffee parlours
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The graph shows that people in age group of 21 to 30 years feel that both games and coffee and even the variety of snacks and coffee it offers are its unique features while people in age group of more than 30 feel that games and variety of snacks are its unique features while people in age group of 14 to 20 years feel that games and coffee are its unique features. Some people also felt that it is the ambience and the aroma of fresh coffee, which distinguishes it from other coffee parlours.



Comparison of coffee parlours With the help of questionnaire, 90 customers were asked to rank the 3 attributes i.e. price, quality, product range and staff service for the 4 coffee parlours i.e. Barista, café coffee day, and Nescafe on a scale of 1 to 4 where 1 is very good and 4 is not satisfactory. The ratings are added and shown in the output table and their percentage is shown in the graph.



Table 14: Percentage of responses to the factors of Barista, Café Coffee Day, and Nescafe Factors



Barista



Café coffee day



Nescafe



Price (%)



28



23



20



Quality (%)



19



24



28



Product range (%)



19



23



30



Staff service (%)



21



24



27
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The graph shows that the staff service of Barista (21%) is considered better by the customers when compared to the other coffee parlours. After Barista, café coffee day service is rated and then Nescafe



Fig13.: Percentage of responses to product range of Barista, Café Coffee Day, and Nescafe
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The graph shows that most of the customers feel that Barista coffee parlour has a wide product range than its competitors i.e. its scores 19% as compared to the other coffee parlours. Then café coffee day is rated after that i.e. score of 23% and then Nescafe with score of 27%.



Fig14.: Percentage of responses to quality of Barista, Café Coffee Day, and Nescafe
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The graph shows that Barista coffee parlour is perceived to have better quality than other coffee parlours as it has the least percentage(19%).then café coffee day is percieved have less than Barista(24%). Nescafe have been rated 29% by the customers respectively.



Fig15.: Percentage of responses to price of Barista, Café Coffee Day and Nescafe
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As it is evident from the graph in terms of price, Nescafe is rated the best as it is reasonably priced followed by Café Coffee Day and then Barista. Most of the customers felt that Barista should reduce its price. Thus, in this way Barista coffee parlour and its competitors were compared.



FINDINGS Other findings: •



Almost all the respondents liked the concept of a coffee shop, essentially because they felt they could spend quality time with their friends and family in a relaxing atmosphere.



•



It is distinctly observed that majority of the respondents’ associate coffee shop with Café Coffee Day. This in itself is a testimonial to the fact that Café Coffee Day today has become a generic name for a coffee shop. However, customers also relate a coffee shop to a place where they could hang out in a relaxing ambience.



•



Majority of the respondents prefer visiting Barista and Café Coffee Day along with their friends in groups of more than 3 usually in the evenings and not very frequently i.e. once a fortnight. It was observed that this could be attributed to the fact that majority of the customers were in the age group of 15-27 yrs. who prefer spending their days off from their from their daily schedules with friends.



•



People have developed a perception about the coffee shop that the primary motive behind visiting coffee shops is that



of spending time rather than



consuming the product. This perception seems to primarily influence their decision to visit. •



Freshness as an attribute of quality is rated very high for Barista. This depicts that people associate Barista with quality coffee and it acts as the primary influencer in the product categories.



•



Majority of the respondents feel that the product categories offered are sufficient but because customers are spending about an hour in the coffee shop they want more variety in the eatables.



•



Although, quality in terms of taste, aroma and appearance is not an issue, majority feel that quantity offered is not commensurate with the price they pay and hence is not value for money. Because today consumers have a chance to



make comparisons in the industry the general feeling is that Barista charges unnecessary premium for it’s brand. •



Although consumers are fairly satisfied with the present level of the service, there is still scope for improvement to ensure complete customer satisfaction. Apart from the products offered, consumers also foresee a coffee shop providing services like free internet, bill payment through credit cards, more working hrs. And quiet corners and in turn offering privacy.



•



Customers who frequent the coffee shops for the pleasant atmosphere it offers are satisfied with the ambience at the coffee shop especially because of the hygiene and cleanliness maintained at the shop.



•



As in service industry, repeated visits and referrals to the shop are considered as an instrument for measuring satisfaction, it can be safely concluded that customers, on the whole, are somewhat satisfied with the Barista and fairly satisfied with Café Coffee Day .



SWOT ANALYSIS It has also been found that each of the coffee shops have their own set of Strengths , Weaknesses ,Opportunities and Threats.



Barista Strength: •



Claim to sell the best coffee



•



Large Number of outlet



•



In house sourcing of coffee beans



•



Espresso-Highest selling coffee



Weakness: •



Expensive coffee



•



Self service for the customers



•



Quality of food- Stale breads



Opportunity: •



Large Untapped Market



•



Tie-ups with other companies for promotion



Threat: •



Entry of Foreign players like Georgia, Starbucks etc



•



Large unorganized market



Café Coffee Day Strength: •



Large Number of outlet.



•



In house sourcing of coffee beans.



•



Tie Ups with good companies.



Weakness: •



Limited Target Audience.



•



Follow the competitor strategy.



•



Quality of food- Stale breads.



•



Loud and Hard Music.



•



Improper sitting arrangement.



Opportunity: •



Large Untapped Market



•



Tie-ups with other companies for promotion.



Threat: •



Entry of Foreign players like Georgia, Starbucks etc.



•



Large unorganized market



Chapter - 8 Conclusion, Suggestions and Recommendations



CONCLUSION Taking its inspiration from Italian corner coffee bars and the US coffee chain Starbucks, Barista and other Indian chains are also trying to educate customers about the virtues and finer points to coffee drinking. Consumers are converging; they are thinking alike, they are aspiring for similar products. Tea drinking nations like Britain and Japan have been converted to coffee drinking, and Indian consumers are seeking similar lifestyles. Corner bars like these are offering more than just coffee and snacks to their customers. For many of their regular patrons, a visit to these bars is also a part of the western lifestyle they so much want to identify with. However, as tea and coffee battle it out in big city restaurants and bars, the most significant volume of tea is drunk by villagers in small shacks along the roadside. As long as these roadside stalls continue to do thriving business, tea will have a safe future in India. . The coffee consumption by Indians has increased in the last 4 to 5 years. The coffee demand was 169 MT in 1993-94 has increased to 306 MT in 2006-07 and is further estimated to increase to 405 MT in 2010-11.



Indian Market is slowly getting converted into organized market. Many players would be coming and would be fighting for their share. As India being a major consumption of hot beverages, it would be interesting to keep the track of what actually transpires in the market in the near future. When both CCD and Barista started business they did face a bit of a difficulty, as the Indian market had been dominated by tea-drinkers till that time. When such café were launched, people had to be educated about the different types of coffee, as no one knew the distinctions between a latte, cappuccino or frappe! So it took time for Indians to develop a taste for the different flavours. CCD and Barista are in one business but their strategies are very different. Both are targeting to different class of audience but they are competing with each other. Barista form very beginning has target to classes and not masses. It is a premium class brand. But now they are changing their



strategy and they are planning to target masses but still upper class and in terms of prices they are not at par with CCD. CCD is a price warrior for Barista. CCD has set up at least half a dozen outlets in Delhi and Mumbai, right next door to barista and is hoping to lure barista’s customers with a cheaper menu. And may be because of this Barista has suffered huge losses in the year 2002. Among 153 outlets, close to 40 make huge losses and another 10-20 barely break-even. The reason being, they were growing at a very fast rate. At present their all outlets are owned and they have now decided to move to a franchising model to cut capital expenditure. If one look at the pricing aspect CCD is cheaper and better but if one wants high quality and does not mind paying little more for that, then Barista is just the right choice. Among the various coffee parlours in India, it was found that the Barista coffee parlour is the most preferred among other coffee parlours. The most important attribute of Barista coffee parlour as compared to other coffee parlour is its ambience and quality of coffee. . Thus, the experience of having a coffee at a Barista was definitely different than having it at any other café. People between the age group of 21 and 30 years visit Barista coffee parlours almost daily. This shows that it is the youngsters who prefer it the most.



In India the market is huge and there is space for everyone as long as one is focused on a particular segment and caters to it. And if one live up to the promises one make, give good quality coffee at an affordable price and provide excitement to their respective customers then there is no competition at all!



RECOMMENDATIONS



Customers were asked what additional features they wanted in Café Coffee Day and Barista coffee parlour and retailers were also asked about the customer complaints which they frequently got (if any). On this basis recommendations are made to the company •



Most of the people complained that the prices were high so for this they should either provide lower price at certain hours like introducing happy hours or offer combo meals at a reasonable rate or complementary meals.



•



They should offer more variety of food items.



•



People want more comfortable sitting in the parlour. Since they have introduced lounges in some of its outlets, they should do that for all the outlets.



•



They should consider opening it 24 hours as people often prefer to have coffee after dinner.



•



People complained that in some outlets the space is less so they should take this into consideration while opening new outlets.



•



Since it is mostly preferred by the youngsters as seen in the study so they should open joints near colleges and sponsor events like college fests



•



Word of mouth advertising is working for Barista and Café Coffee Day so it can consider using media such as radio and television for advertising



•



They can build customer loyalty through promotions like live concerts, live visits of young film stars as it would bring a touch of sophistication and would help them in attracting their main segment.



•



Most of the people feel that it is the aroma of the fresh coffee which is a distinguishing feature of Barista as compared to the other outlets so maintaining fresh quality of coffee is imperative for them.



•



Starbucks has a prepaid card scheme which is very popular among its customers so Barista and Café Coffee Day can even consider introducing it.



SUMMARY Having coffee while freaking out with friends has become a fad. The concept has come to India from Europe where roadside café’s are a part of day to day life. Coffee shops in India were pioneered by barista coffee house followed by café coffee day and Barista was opened in India in 1999 . The project was undertaken to find the customer satisfaction levels for Barista vis-à-vis Café Coffee Day across the city of Mumbai.



After conducting a pilot study, the opinion was that Café Coffee Day has top mindshare amongst coffee lovers in Mumbai. Respondents who preferred Café Coffee Day, preferred the pleasant atmosphere, it’s quality and freshness and came to visit the coffee shop for passing time with friends rather than consuming coffee. It was observed that majority of the customers were in the age-group of 15-27 years who prefer spending their days off from their daily schedule with friends. Customers prefer Barista for its formal atmosphere and hence Barista is also preferred choice for business meetings. It has been offering the expected level of service to it’s customers.
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Annexure



CUSTOMERS QUESTIONNAIRE



We are doing a research on “Customer Preferences and satisfaction level towards coffee chain – A study of Café Coffee Day & Barista”. It would be really helpful for us in our research, if you answer the following questions-



NAME: AGE: EMAIL: OCCUPATION: CONTACT.NO:



1. What do you prefer the most out of these?   



Coffee Tea Others(please specify)



2. Do you think coffee parlours are becoming popular in India? • Yes • No • I don’t know If yes, then why?



3. Rate these outlets in choice of your preference in ascending order, keeping your favorites on the top. (Scale of 1 to 5) BARISTA CAFÉ COFFEE DAY NESCAFE OTHERS



4. What strikes you most about Barista coffee shop and Café Coffee Day? BARISTA Price Quality Ambience Service



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Price Quality Ambience Service



5. In what ways do you think Barista coffee shop and Café Coffee Day are better as compared to other coffee parlours? BARISTA Better customer service Quality of coffee Ambience of the place Status symbol/Lifestyle/Trendy



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Better customer service Quality of coffee Ambience of the place Status symbol/Lifestyle/Trendy



6. How many times do you visit Barista and Café Coffee Day? BARISTA Once a week Twice or thrice a week Once a month More than that Daily



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Once in a week Twice or thrice a week Once a month More than that Daily



7. Rate these about Barista and Café Coffee Day on a scale of 1 to 5, (where 5=bad, 4=not bad, 3=good, 2=very good, 1 =best ) BARISTA Food Presentation Ambience Quality of staff service Cleanliness



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Food Presentation Ambience Quality of staff service Cleanliness



8. What do you think Barista and Café Coffee Day are ideal for? BARISTA Trendy crowds Friends Business associates/Professionals Family Others



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Trendy crowds Friends Business associates/Professionals Family Others



9. Comment on the staff? BARISTA Very professional Very friendly Not so helpful Indifferent



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Very professional Very friendly Not so helpful Indifferent



10. From where did you get to know about Barista and Café Coffee Day? BARISTA Friends Magazines Newspaper Family



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Friends Magazines Newspaper Family



11. How prompt is the service? BARISTA Slow Average Good Excellent



CAFÉ COFFE DAY Slow Average Good Excellent



12. Rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4 (Where 1=very good, 2=good, 3=satisfactory, 4= not satisfactory)



COMPANY



BARISTA



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY



NESCAFE



PRICE QUALITY OF PRODUCT WIDE PRODUCT RANGE STAFF SERVICE



13. Do you feel is there any problem in the quality of service the last time you visited Barista and Café Coffee Day ? Please comment BARISTA Yes No



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Yes No



14. What additional features if any, you want in Barista and Café Coffee Day?



15. What is your experience about Barista and Café Coffee Day?



16. Comment on any of the unique feature of Barista and Café Coffee Day in comparison with other outlets? BARISTA Games Nature of staff Coffee Variety of snacks/coffee Any other(please specify)



CAFÉ COFFEE DAY Games Nature of Staff Coffee Variety of snacks/coffee Any other(please specify)



Thank you for your cooperation!
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